Global Implementation Conference 2019
Implementation for Impact

GLASGOW

16 & 17 September 2019
Wherever you are in working through systems change,
transforming services, or making organisational changes…
Whichever sector you work in: health, education, children’s
welfare, housing…
Whether you’re delivering public services, shaping policy, or
leading research and evaluation…
… there’s only one place to be this September, as The Global
Implementation Conference comes to the UK for the first time!

This is your personal, unique opportunity to get involved
Helping you to make an impact
Join us - www.globalimplementation.org - to be part of this
opportunity which is creating a unique global network of people
working to make change happen.

Global Implementation Conference 2019
Implementation for Impact
This is your personal, unique opportunity to get involved
No ordinary conference, GIC 2019 is a truly immersive experience enabling
everyone to explore approaches to help with the common challenges we all
face when looking to make real, effective change.
It will be bringing together insights into programmes that aim to make
improvements and innovate.
This global event programme has been developed with contributions from
people working at The World Bank, WHO, Pathfinder International, Scottish
Government, the Karolinska Institute, and universities across the world
- in the UK, Kenya, Australia, Scandinavia, and the US, including Harvard
University’s Kennedy School of Government.
There’s so much on offer as contributors and delegates share experiences
and learning about implementing change:
•
•
•
•
•

Access knowledge from over a decade of analysis of implementation what’s worked, and mistakes, failures too!
Take part in one-off, unique conversations through professional matchmaking with speakers and facilitators
Stimulate your learning with new content which will be shared for the first
time
Tailor your own programme by choosing workshops which cater for
wherever you are on your implementation journey
Explore real life examples of how to make changes and improvements
that can be sustained and delivered to scale.

Helping you to make an impact
Join us - www.globalimplementation.org - to be part of this
opportunity which is creating a unique global network of people
working to make change happen.

